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Although tornadic activity is not the most important hazard in Spain, the damages that tornadoes and downburst
generate are considerable in urban areas, giving place in some occasions to casualties. In Spain, the oldest
systematic works collecting data about tornadoes, refer to the Balearic Islands, although some series about
tornadoes in Spain have also been collected and analysed (Gayà, 2005). These series shows a positive increase
that is probably more related to a change in the perception level of the population than to climatic change. In
some occasions it is difficult to separate the damages produced by the tornado itself from those produced by other
associated hazards like heavy rains, hail or a wind storms. It was the case of the September 2006 event, in which
flash floods and tornadoes were recorded. In the same sense in some occasions, damages produced by a downsburt
are confused with those that produced by a tornado. Having in mind all these facts, having a good systematic data
base about tornadoes is necessary, before to obtain some conclusions not enough justified. This kind of database is
not easy to obtain, because of it requires to have detailed information about damages, meteorological observations
and testimonies that has to be filtered by a good quality control. After a general presentation about tornadoes and
downsbursts in Mediterranean Region, this contribution presents the database that have affected Catalonia during
the period 1994-2009, starting with the tornado recorded on the Espluga de Francolí the 31 August 1994.This
database has been built in basis to the AEMET information, the Consorcio de Compensación de Seguros (the
insurance company of Spain for natural disasters), the newspapers and field visits to the affected places.

